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City of Des Moines – Assessment and Recommendations for the Des Moines Marina

Purpose of Study
City of Des Moines Marina commissioned Waggoner Marina Services to perform an assessment of
the marina and make recommendations for future enhancements, upgrades and replacements. This
report, along with the Evaluation Matrix Summary Ratings, constitute the results of this assessment.
Through a series of meetings with marina leadership and on-site visits, the Waggoner consultant
team summarized and evaluated the marina’s amenities and services as they compare with other
marinas in the greater Puget Sound and surrounding recreational boating area. The purpose of the
study report is to provide the marina stakeholders with information regarding today’s standards for
high-quality marina facilities and what boaters want and expect in a quality boating destination. The
study also provides recommendations for improvements regarding upgrades for the immediate future
and development over the next 5-15 years along with strategies and ideas for monetizing
improvements and sources of funding.
The marina must
move forward
and make
changes. This
study and report
are intended to
help form the
vision of the
future and
facilitate the
process of
communicating
that vision with
the marina’s
constituents.
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Executive Summary
The marina, like many public marinas in the state,
faces a significant investment in rebuilding its
infrastructure with expensive projects such as
replacing the seawall, replacing docks and power
systems. There appears to be no funding for these
necessary and basic replacement costs. Anecdotally,
we were told Marina reserves and replacement funds
were moved from the Marina accounts to the City’s
General Fund to support other areas of the City
during the economic downturn. At the same time the
City has taken on the goal of making the Marina
financially self-sufficient and earning a return for the
Des Moines Marina Promenade Artwork Emblem
city.
Caution must be taken as local tax payers view marinas as a perk for the rich and not an investment
for jobs and local economic development. At the same time only 22% of the current marina tenants
are local, indicating the marina is more about serving economic development than moorage for the
local community.
The marina business is changing. Transient moorage, and to some degree even full-time moorage, is
no longer just an on the water parking lot for boats. We have seen this development starting on the
East Coast where marina tenants are expecting hotel level amenities and are willing to pay the price
for the experience. As a new generation of boaters enters the market, they are looking for
experiences. Marinas are not the only ones facing this shift, the dying retail sector is finding that
given a choice, the consumer of today will flock towards the experience. Success at the marina means
that the quality of the marina will need to keep up.
Areas of the Des Moines Marina are tired and worn. Docks have aged and the structures for covered
moorage is dated; the electrical system is not up to code; restroom and shower facilities are also not
up to today’s standards. These improvements may not be able to wait for a re-build or major
renovation, but may need incremental updates. Some of this is underway. Design is a critical part of
bringing the pieces and parts of a new Des Moines Marina District together.
Marketing the Des Moines Marina as a destination is a necessary piece and can be done through
traditional and social media. For example, promote the Saturday Farmers Market to the boating
community, and promote new restaurants as they open. Host events and market the “Des Moines
Marina Experience.” Integrate nearby Beach Park with boating activities and community events.
“Best Practices” should include standard marina emergency preparedness such as drills for different
emergencies unique to the marina, including boat fires and spills. The marina can benefit from
working with local authorities for a planned coordinated response.
A Vision for the Future
Creating an attractive destination for boaters and a lovely community waterfront starts with a
vision. A beautiful waterfront district includes a promenade, nice docks, restroom facilities, lawn
areas with picnic tables, and a visible connection to downtown shops. A set of steps, interspersed
with plaza and fountain areas, would stimulate growth for both the waterfront and downtown core.
A funicular run to the hill-top, showcasing a view point, would be of further interest to visitors and
locals alike. Taking advantage of the special location and assets that Des Moines has to offer will
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transform this gem-in-the-rough into a true boating destination. A vibrant downtown connected
with a vibrant waterfront is a worthwhile vision for the future.
Beautiful Beach Park’s proximity to the marina and its group venue facilities, combined with an
upgraded and enhanced marina, will create a boating destination unmatched in Puget Sound.
Upgrades and enhancements to the waterside areas of the marina and the upland areas will enhance
its attraction for city residents and the boating public.
Introduction
The City of Des Moines Marina has
many assets in the PLUS column –
expansive views and location,
location, location. Des Moines Marina
is convenient to area mass transit, a
major interstate highway, and a
nearby international airport. Located
on the major waterway of Puget
Sound, boaters can easily transit to
the San Juan Islands, British
Columbia, and the Inside Passage.
Beach Park is a major asset that can
benefit the marina by hosting more
activities and fully utilizing its
meeting spaces.
Des Moines Guest Docks and Marina Office
Des Moines Marina has the potential to draw many boaters from the local area as well as outside
Washington State. Greater Seattle is said to have a population base of 3.5 million, and the Pacific
Northwest is known as one of the world’s best destinations for recreational boating. There are some
36,000 boats cruising in the Salish Sea area of Washington and British Columbia. We estimate that
about 24,000 are actively cruising, looking for unique, quality destinations. We are seeing an
increasing number of boaters from outside the area, who keep their boat in the Pacific Northwest and
fly-in for their summer boating activity.
We are also seeing younger families entering the boating life-style. Boat sales are increasing, and
these new boaters need a place to moor their boats and destination marinas to visit as guests. Ranger
Tug sold about 200 boats at each of the last two Seattle Boat Shows — consider that their sales have
added about 700-800 new boats to the population in the Puget Sound area over the last 8 years.
Trailer-boats as well as cruisers with larger boats are pushing the demand for storage and transient
moorage. Uplands dry storage has absorbed some of this demand throughout Puget Sound but
currently starting to reach capacity. Shared ownership boat clubs, and bareboat charters are
increasingly popular with younger boaters, adding more demand for that quality experience at
boating destinations.
Des Moines Marina has reached its capacity for permanent slip moorage, with unreasonably long
waiting list periods for slips 30 feet and more. At the same time, there are vacancies for slips under
30 feet. This imbalance is a clear indicator that the mix of slips are off and needs adjustment. We
suspect the long wait list is a deterrent and latent demand may be strong. Changing the mix of slips,
even one dock at a time, would not entail a huge investment and would address those would-be
paying customers.
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The marina is missing a revenue opportunity and should charge more for moorage, both permanent
and transient/guest moorage. Des Moines’ moorage rates are currently below most other
comparable marinas in Puget Sound. Increased rates will be necessary to pay for needed
improvements for the marina and development of the uplands. Developing the promenade, more
restaurants, cute shops, social gathering spaces, and other amenities will make the City of Des
Moines a popular tourist destination for both locals and visiting boaters.
While basic improvements are needed, priorities are going to drive the economic model. With only
22% of the local citizens as tenants of the Marina, the priorities will need to shift. For a first-class
marina, Des Moines Marina needs to move from a business model that is an amenity for the local
boaters to an economic development business model, with a new look for the marina that supports
developing businesses and draws from the larger boating public.
The City has said that the goal for the Marina is to be economically self-sufficient. This makes sense,
though it may be difficult to measure in just dollars and cents. A vibrant marina can add to the
appeal of the Marina District to non-boaters. Boats moored and cruising the waters of Puget Sound,
with a beautiful mountain backdrop, make for pleasant family outings and social well-being.
This report will address a number of areas that should be implemented and built into future
improvements and plans.
Priorities
 Maximize Revenue - Marina assets are currently being undervalued. We recommend raising
both permanent and transient moorage rates to be in-line with comparable marinas in Puget
Sound. Our analysis shows that the Marina rates are low when compared to others in the
Puget Sound area. Consider that it is the only significant marina located between Seattle and
Tacoma. We believe the Des Moines location gives it a unique advantage for fly-in customers.
As the Marina District is developed, there is room for additional increases in moorage rates.
As part of this study, transient/guest moorage rates at Des Moines marina were compared
with those at comparable Puget Sound area marinas. Des Moines rates are significantly below
the average and some of the lowest in the area. Given the seasonality of the relationship with
guest moorage customers, increasing these rates would require the shortest lead time. The
marina should increase rates effective with this 2019 summer season.
The marina should increase the lower end of the guest/transient “moorage rates schedule” to
$1.00 per foot for the 2019 season with a minimum of $30 for boats under 30 feet. In addition,
consider having several discount programs prepared and ready as concessions to potentially
displeased returning guests. Example discounts might be: Third night stay half-price; Free
shore power for stays of 3 nights or more (up to some limit); or Discount on fuel purchase for
stays of 3 nights or more.
For the 2020 summer boating season, the marina should plan to increase the transient/guest
moorage rates for boats over 50’ to $1.25 per foot and increase the charge for shore power.
Further increases should be prepared and implemented for subsequent years.
Based upon findings from BST Associates June 1, 2017 Marina Rate Assessment, permanent
moorage rates for Des Moines Marina are below comparable area marinas and should be
increased. Increasing permanent tenant rates requires preparation and planning. The marina
should first begin a process of communicating the need for rate increases. Part of building the
need for increases should include, not only a cost recovery plan, but also replacement reserves
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projections that include upgrades to future standards. Input from the tenant association will
be important to building support for a plan of incremental increases. Increases should be tied
to some tangible and visible results in the marina’s amenities and services, especially after a
series of increases over an extended period of time.
 Revenue Recognition Methods – In preparation for increasing rates and building a plan for
significant upgrades to the marina facilities, the marina should establish and confirm its
financial model for revenue recognition. While the marina rates should be competitive with
comparable area marinas, the marina should be operating under a cost recovery model that
provides for asset replacement as well as operating expenses.
 Mix of Boat Slips - Changing the mix of moorage slips to accommodate permanent tenants
of slips 30 feet and over would add to the revenue stream. The long wait list for permanent
moorage indicates a significant lack of larger slips and deters future customers.
Just as retailers struggle to have the optimal inventory for their customers, marinas are often
challenged to have the correct mix of slip sizes to accommodate their customers’ vessels.
Long lead times to reconfigure and change the mix of slips means the marina must react and
anticipate boating trends and demand for moorage. The trend until very recently was away
from smaller slips with demand for larger. While there is still strong demand for larger slips,
Ranger Tug/Cutwater Boats has had strong demand for new boats under 30 feet.
The optimal mix and configuration of slip sizes for a marina is a moving target, slip size
requirements change as the boating industry, economic environment, and demographics
change. Assessing and re-evaluating the marina’s mix of slips every five years can help the
marina develop an action plan for making incremental changes.
The marina currently has extensive waitlists for slips 30 feet and larger. The larger the slips,
the longer the waitlists, both in wait times and in number of entries. These waitlists are an
excellent place to start for formulating the first plan to make changes to the mix of slips.
These waitlists are indicators of consumer demand and represent marina customers that are
currently paying to await their turn to use the marina facilities. In many cases they have been
waiting for years. The marina has done a good job of managing these lists. By charging an
initial and annual fee to join and remain on the waitlist, the marina is not only covering costs
for managing the waitlist, but also ensuring the veracity of the list and the related moorage
demands that they represent.
 Parking Lot - Are the storage units in the parking lot the highest and best use of this
valuable property? Uplands dry boat storage and/or rack storage below the hillside should be
considered. The reduction of in-the-water trailer boats could create additional space for
transient moorage and for larger permanent moorage slips. Low-profile storage, tucked
directly below the hillside, may be more appealing to condo dwellers than the current view of
older looking covered moorage. You may want to consider moving the boatyard to the
southeast end to better utilize parking lot space. Consider KMI Sea-Lift on the boat ramp to
allow dry storage boats to be moved quickly and placed close together. Placement of a
boutique hotel would make economic sense and help create additional dining venues and a
vibrant waterfront.
Both the north and south areas of the parking lot are large expanses of asphalt. While being
functional, they are vast wastelands of unbroken asphalt. An incremental beautification
project to add greenery in planting strips, or the use of large planter boxes, would help
interrupt the stark appearance of the lots.
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 Restrooms, Showers and Laundry – Today’s marina guests are expecting a resort level
experience. They are expecting to find quality restrooms, showers, and laundry facilities that
are for marina guests and tenants only. Restrooms and showers should provide secured access
at all hours. Given that Des Moines Marina is a city facility with areas that are open to the
public, restrooms for the public should be separate from that provided for marina guests and
tenants. Elliott Bay Marina is an example of high-end restroom facilities with quality finishes;
music is piped in at all hours. While Elliott Bay Marina is an open campus, the
restrooms/showers, and laundry facilities are secured at all hours requiring a key fob for
access.
 Maximize Economic Development – Achieving a quality design for the marina adds value
to the Des Moines waterfront and will serve as a cornerstone for economic development of
the city’s downtown area. Incorporating a steps-plaza connection between the marina and
downtown shops will further spur economic development for the downtown core.
A suggested strategy for redeveloping the marina is to begin with the main marina center at
the north end. This would include a new building to house the marina office, tenant/guest
gathering space, restrooms, showers, and laundry. The existing marina office building has the
delightful appearance of a restaurant or brew pub and could be refurbished as such.
Spaces for daily in-season events create opportunities for social interaction. A fire pit could
start the 5pm Happy Hour. Coffee and donuts in the morning near the Harbor office, or at the
top of the docks. There is a trend towards evening events such as a Happy Hour/Appetizer
Pot Luck. The events do not have to be a cost to the Marina, but they do need to be organized
with the appropriate space for gathering.
Adding more dining options like the Quarterdeck will draw more visitors and increase the
social interaction that make a property like this come alive. Anthony’s is dated and could use a
face lift. The company has shown an interest in renovating its restaurants in Gig Harbor and
building new restaurants in Anacortes. It is not clear if they have been approached with a
discussion of their plans for renovation and updating their facility. A new hotel near the
waterfront would bring in hotel tax revenue.
Added revenue will be necessary to fund the costs to rebuild the seawall, docks and other
infrastructure.
 Pace of Redevelopment – We recommend development over multiple 5-year intervals.
Examples include extending the promenade southward in subsequent years. Build foot traffic
in the marina area to match the development of the shoreside shops, cafes and restaurants.
Connection with the businesses at the top of the hill would be beneficial to the community —
steps and a lift can make the hill fun and inviting. A funicular is less expensive than an
elevator and offers views of the bay and Olympic Range beyond. A hotel with connected
parking might be part of the City’s plan for phase II or phase III.
Marina re-build projects cost more due to regulatory and environmental issues. Moorage
rates need to be adjusted upwards to compensate for this. The private marinas are investing
and re-building while the public marinas are struggling for project funding. This may require
new funding models such as a public-private partnership like the re-build of the Leschi and
Lakewood Marinas. More study needs to be done with an eye towards the ROI. The City of
Seattle recently made the decision to create a public-private partnership to rebuild and run
the Leschi and Lakewood Marinas. This was a critical step to fund the rebuilding of the
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marina. There are several groups around Puget Sound that are entering into agreements for
public-private management of the marinas. The private partner typically has a better
opportunity to raise the funds for a marina rebuild where a public entity does not.
 Beach Park – Most transient
boaters are not aware of Beach
Park and its proximity to the
marina. Extending the promenade
to Beach Park would greatly
enhance the marina’s
attractiveness to boaters.
Scheduled activities, including the
Farmers Market, would be a big
draw for visiting boaters; it’s one
of those experiences that boaters Des Moines Beach Park
are looking for. Consider a plastic
grid system laid over a portion of the lawn to allow vehicle access for the market, or perhaps
an antique car show; there are many activities to choose from that would draw locals and
visitors alike.
Beach Park is an enormous asset with potential to
draw in more visitors. Create a marketing plan to
recruit boating clubs. Recruit a seminar program or
training school that can take advantage of the
location. For example, Ranger Tugs/Cutwater need a
site for customer training and a delivery center for
their local customers as well as fly-in customers. This
carries the advantage of being a weekday
customer/tenant.

Beach Park Lodge and Dining Hall

Financial Analysis and Viability
We recommend a financial model be prepared that looks at the marina rebuild costs and the revenue
potential extending out on an every 5-year interval for a 20-year period. We believe the financial
picture will continue to change over time as the development continues and as moorage prices shift
up.
With a financial model we can look at the projected performance and return, based on different
investment scenarios. We do not know the true price elasticity for full-time and transient moorage
revenue for Des Moines. We know that boaters will pay up to $4.00 CDN for a marina slip in the
high season (Dent Island Lodge and Marina). This marina is often full in June-August. Other
marinas in British Columbia are looking at charging $3.00 per foot in 2019. In the San Juan Islands,
Roche Harbor charges $2.00 per foot and is full on holidays (with a surcharge) and often in the
summer months. Roche Harbor and Deer Harbor are considering increasing their rates. We do not
know what the market will bear.
Des Moines Marina is a good-sized marina. It has upcoming costs for a rebuild and major
maintenance items. We point out that it has the advantage of a beautiful location and a charming
town with many amenities. Along with needed investment, we think there is room to increase the
revenue by increasing moorage rates. Consider a two-tiered rate structure for transient moorage
with different rates for the prime summer season and the shoulder seasons. Also consider larger
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premium pricing for larger boats. Many marinas such as the Greater Victoria Harbour Authority
have tiered pricing where the larger boats and Super Yachts pay up to almost 2X the moorage rate of
smaller boats for their premium space.
Shifting and Evolving Market
As editors of the Waggoner Cruising Guide, we visit over 275 marinas every year out of the 400
marinas between Olympia, Washington and Ketchikan, Alaska. We see what works and what does
not. We see the best new ideas, and a few that need review. We have used this experience for an
assessment that is constructively critical while understanding the economic realities of running a
marina business.
Many of the points in this assessment are policy recommendations for the City to consider. The
recreational marine market in the NW is changing, especially with a strong economy. As a business,
it needs to be kept up and requires continued investment like a high-end resort. While the large
projects get attention and planning by the Marina, the finer details that make a first-class operation
are easy to miss. Some of this is policy, and some are best practices.
The Marina is in transition from offering moorage as an amenity for its residents to making tourism
a major source of revenue and economic development. The multiplier effect for local economic
development is attractive for marine tourism. In addition to the direct spending for food, liquor,
restaurant and other tourism spending, are marine
services and boat sales that can be a significant
contributor to the Taxable Retail Sales and the
resulting revenue to the City and the local
economy.
British Columbia recognized that tourism has now
topped fishing and lumber in revenue and jobs.
Other marinas are experiencing the same with
marine tourism. The Marina is at its core an
economic generator and is a critical asset. Marinas
carry the benefit of tourism without impacting
traffic, local roads and parking. Many guests that
visit stay a few days, spend money and leave.

Des Moines Marina Covered Moorage

Charter boats are unique in that their economic impact is multiplied by their 4x to 8x of increased
usage over other boats moored in a marina. With the marinas convenient location to Sea-Tac, a
charter company or two could benefit with having their fleet located in the Marina.
Ports and marinas like Everett, Seattle, Edmonds, Olympia and Tacoma have recognized the value of
marine tourism and continue to invest in both facilities and marketing to capture their share of this
growing market.
The function of marinas is changing. While they used to be viewed as primarily boat storage,
increasingly marinas are realizing they are tourist destinations. It is no longer enough to measure
marina nights: it is now important to measure the number of consecutive nights — how many nights
did a guest boat stay in the marina, where they continued to spend money in the local economy?
The marina customer is also changing. They are no longer just local or regional boat owners.
Because of our beautiful cruising grounds, more and more boat owners are coming from different
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areas of the country and the world. Their boats may be the equivalent of their 2nd or 3rd home, where
they fly-in to enjoy the area and their “place” on the water. The trend has started where ports and
marinas need to think more like operators of a resort, with amenities and attractions that increase a
stay. The City of Des Moines Marina is the most ideally suited for the fly-in boat owner who would
value the close proximity to Sea-Tac. Right now it is estimated that there are only 2 fly-in tenants in
the marina. Others may be deterred by the long waiting list for slips.
The quality standards are also changing. What used to be OK – the bar has now moved up. Walk
around and take a look at the Des Moines Marina with a critical eye. Is the care and maintenance of
its grounds and facilities equal to a hotel where you would stay on a holiday? Is it comparable to
other popular destination choices in the area such as Rosario Resort, Roche Harbor Resort, and
Friday Harbor? Landscaping and care of the grounds are now part of this equation.
To be competitive, with the new facilities going in at the Port of Seattle and Port of Everett, the bar
for the aesthetics is going up. This involves design and the look and feel of the marina. The new and
future customers arriving in increasing numbers are the Millennials. They are looking for
experiences. A few of the Baby Boomers getting into boating are deciding on their favorite
destinations. The new boating consumer rates their satisfaction on how they feel about a destination.
They vote with their choice of where they want to stay and how many nights. They also broadcast
their comments on blogs and in posts online. Reviews are commonplace. One bad review can impact
hundreds of decisions on whether to visit the City of Des Moines Marina, or not, for months or
years.
The City of Des Moines Marina struggles with its reviews. Customer reviews on Active Captain,
Yelp!, and Dockwa/Marinas.com attest to this. The staff is recognized as friendly and attentive. The
marina has a wave protected location and is in adequate shape for now, with some areas in good
shape. The new measure of success will not just be marina nights but how many nights a boat stays
with each visit. The future opportunity will be maximizing occupancy, filling the shoulder seasons,
and even the winter, with boaters who are looking for special experiences.
The goal should be to overhear or read comments, find reviews, and read magazine articles such as
“We love visiting Des Moines and visiting the restaurants…” or, “We go for the wine events…” or,
“Good food, fun events – what is not to like….” or, “We go for the Farmers Market and make a
weekend out of it on the boat…” or, “we love to meet up with our friends there.”
Customer reviews are powerful influencers of new and returning customers’ choices. Favorable
reviews help to reinforce marketing messages, while unfavorable reviews many times expose marina
weaknesses. Very recently, Des Moines marina engaged Dockwa.com to provide online
guest/transient moorage reservations. While this is a welcome service addition to the marina, the
two customer reviews that appear on the Dockwa.com page for Des Moines marina are not good.
The first and most recent is especially damaging for the marina. The only other review has a neutral
rating; but because of the rating’s 2011 age, has favorable comments about a nearby restaurant that
closed a number of years ago.
Customer reviews need to be managed. The marina should regularly read and review customer
comments and be prepared to address negative comments. Some of the review sources, like
ActiveCaptain, allow the owner/manager/proprietor to respond to customer reviews.
The marina should engage in a program of encouraging its customers to go online and prepare a
review of their experience at Des Moines Marina. Amazon retailers routinely follow-up with
customers, encouraging and reminding the customer to prepare a review of their experience with the
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recently purchased product. Without such a program to encourage reviews, the only customers
submitting reviews will be the displeased ones.
Read the Yelp Reviews for the Quarterdeck to understand the spirit of future potential of positive
reviews for the marina.
Marina staffing levels need to be increased. Current staffing levels at the marina are minimal given
the large size of the marina and should be reviewed. Delivering quality customer service and
maintaining a safe marina environment requires adequate staff. Reports from customers have
indicated that phone calls often go un-answered. Due to staffing levels, the marina no longer
monitors VHF radio channels for transient slip assignment customer service. Both year-round and
seasonal staffing levels should be reviewed with the intent of adding staff. An adequate staffing level
is needed to run permanent moorage slips and more staffing is required to run any sizeable transient
moorage facility, and even more staffing is certainly needed to run a quality marina resort
destination. Existing staffing levels at Des Moines Marina should be increased. Many of the issues,
topics, and improvements in this report will require additional staff.
To be a first-class marina destination means managing the subtleties, just like a high-end resort. For
Des Moines it means taking lessons from Disney and Starbucks with quality facilities that are well
maintained, while being smart and resourceful with a budget. The Quarterdeck is a good positive
example of this. Future success will also take better marketing communications – creating and
spreading the word and advertising the message that Des Moines is a compelling boating
destination.
The recreational boating market is on a path of upward growth along with our strong economy. The
marine trades are very busy. The boat brokers and boat builders are selling record numbers of boats.
This will continue for a while. Those boats will need moorage and destinations to visit. The future
looks good for those who invest with a strong plan that has a multiplier effect.
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New and Old Covered Moorage

Areas of the Marina are Tired and Worn
While the City does a good job keeping the marina clean and in repair, with a critical eye you can see
where the marina is tired and worn and needs a remodel. The Activity Floats could be better used
when not scheduled for a group event. They have been a success but need to be larger for boating
club rendezvous.
Starbucks, McDonalds and even Safeway goes through periodic remodels. The result is sales go up
with a fresh look. Compare Des Moines with marinas such as the Port of Seattle’s Shilshole Bay
Marina. It has a fresh look and a common design throughout. It also has secure gates and restrooms
and showers.
We are recommending the Marina consider hiring an architect and planning firm to begin
developing the theme and look of the marina, with the City managing this process with new
construction.
Social Interaction
The most popular marinas in the Northwest and on the Inside Passage are those that encourage
social interaction. Examples include:
 Ladysmith Maritime Society Marina – Floating amenity building with Cafe, fireplace
area, showers, laundry, maritime history museum areas and classic boats on display, kids
saltwater touch area over the water. An outside 20x50 seasonal tent on the dock hosts
multiple events every week for the marina guests, tenants and the community.
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North Island Marina – seasonal tent pavilion with a beautiful custom, group-sized,
$10,000 stainless steel charcoal and gas grill going every evening in the summer season.
Welcome Pavilion, measuring 30’x45’, Post & Beam construction at the Toba
Wilderness Resort
Open areas with lunch tables such as Elliott Bay Marina, Roche Harbor
Ganges Marina – where the marina is in very poor shape in a beautiful town. Moorage
customers line up every morning for coffee and free donuts and then they hang out
around the picnic tables around the office to socialize.
Port Sidney Marina where the beautiful promenade with flower baskets connect up to
the city shopping area.
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Summary Conclusions
The boating world is changing and the Inside Passage has been discovered. The City of Des Moines
Marina has incredible potential for the future. The key is a good strategy and a plan for the future.
The City of Des Moines Marina has the potential to be a high-quality destination and should
maximize this asset for the City, and its tax payers.
The boating market is changing. It used to be that marinas drew from local area boaters and regional
boat owners. The new full-time moorage customers at other marinas are often not community
members but boat owners who live in other areas of the region, country or world and come to the
Pacific Northwest for its natural beauty. They may “store” their boats here and then leave to cruise
the Islands or the Inside Passage. A new trend among boaters is to select an experience with the
same quality criteria they use when selecting a hotel for a vacation destination. In the future they
will choose their marinas the same way. Those marinas that offer this experience will be their choice
of marina destination. Secondarily, a safe, pleasant and fun environment will encourage a multi-night
stay and an off-season destination.
Documentation Provided in this Study
In addition to this Assessment and Recommendations document, we have provided an Evaluation Matrix,
which scores various service areas of Des Moines Marina, along with noted standards. Also provided
as part of this assessment study is the Puget Sound Area Transient/Guest Moorage Survey document,
with power and moorage comparison rates. Copies from select Active Captain, Yelp, and
Marinas.com customer reviews are provided as additional separate documents.
An Industry Expert’s Comment about Marinas
In the coming year, the best marinas will not be storing boats;
they will be hosting the boating experience, putting the
customer and his/her family on par with attention to the
bottom line.
Jim Frye
Vice President
Westrec Marinas
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Next Steps – Phase II
There is a fair amount of analysis to be
done to look at how to fund the
projects in this report. There is
deferred major renovation work that
will be costly, and we are not aware of
reserves or the funds to invest. At the
same time, marinas such as Everett and
even the Port of Seattle are investing
to make their marinas world-class
destinations.
While Des Moines has charm and location, location, location, compare the Des Moines Marina to the
quality and class that customers choose when they select a hotel. Does Des Moines compare?
In Phase II of this study, we will dig down to the details to look at the options presented in this
report. We see the need to build an economic model to show what the impact would be based on the
various options. We see the value of a spreadsheet, allowing us all to look at revenue versus expenses
at different points in time on 5-year intervals over 20 years. The economics of the marina will change
with development. The development of the 52 Steps project will add to the value of the Des Moines
Marina as a boating destination and will create the potential to add to moorage revenue.
In Phase II we would work with marina staff to develop preliminary estimates for the costs to
rebuild the docks and compare the costs of building covered versus un-covered slips.
Based on using the economic model, we can run numerous “What-If” scenarios for the marina, which
will help guide shore-side development decisions.
In Phase II, we will structure and present a series of Community Marina Meetings with the different
stakeholders within the community at large for Des Moines and the Marina Community that may
include people from outside Des Moines. The meetings would be designed to inform and gather
community feedback. Reports from the meetings would be compiled for the record and distribution
Part of the work in this Phase II would include our work to provide research, supporting the model
for a Public-Private Partnership with an established marina management company.
We will then work with the City and the Des Moines Marina for a suggested list of options that
match your revenue goals.
Additional Follow-on Projects:

Waggoner Marina Services can assist with the following to manage the projects and
document the results.
1) As a management team, understand what others are doing. Visit area marinas to see ideas that
can apply and improve the City of Des Moines Marina product. Identify, create and set customer
service standards for all Marina interaction with customers and the public. Examine processes
and make changes where necessary. Document the processes and train the staff. Create
incentives and a dashboard and report back on progress for key customer service benchmarks.
Examples of marinas with great customer service:
Waggoner Marina Services
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Elliott Bay Marina
Dock Street Marina (Tacoma)
Rosario Resort
Roche Harbor Marina
Port Sidney Marina
Van Isle Marina

Canoe Cove Marina
Mill Bay Marina
Ladysmith Maritime Society Marina
Union Steamship (Bowen Island, BC)
Cow Bay Marina (Prince Rupert, BC)

2) We recommend staff make field trips to the following marinas to see their standards and best
practices:
1-Day – Elliott Bay Marina, Edmonds Marina, Shilshole.
1-Day BC trip – Port Sidney Marina, Van Isle Marina, Ladysmith Maritime Society Marina.
The following marinas stand out for their design:
Roche Harbor Marina
Maple Bay Marina
Port of Olympia (Swantown, Port Plaza)
Ladysmith Maritime Society Marina
Port Sidney Marina
Union Steamship Marina
3) We recommend a Competitive Moorage Pricing Plan. Key will be the schedule and impact of
raising moorage rates.
4) Create a new financial analysis and model as a tool to test different scenarios over at 5-year
intervals over a 20 year period.
5) For planning purposes, begin getting rough quotes for the expensive and necessary rebuild items
such as the sea wall and the docks.
6) Test financial scenarios for different configurations of the marina floor area including better
usage of the Beach Park with marine related activities such as a boating training school during
the week.
7) Engage with the community through a series of Community Marina Meetings to communicate
ideas and plans and gather input. We would work with the city and staff to arrange for the
community meeting and provide follow up reports on the comments and what we learn. Also,
engage with different marina tenants such as CSR, Ken/Quarterdeck, Anthony’s and Ranger
Tug/Cutwater for their use of the Marina with a report to follow.
8) Engage in discussions with marina management firms to understand what a public-private
partnership might look like for the Marina and the investment required for its renovation and
rebuild.
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Background
This report was prepared and presented by Waggoner Marina Services, an entity that grew out of
the work and publishing of the annual Waggoner Cruising Guide. The Waggoner Cruising Guide
surveys and publishes marina and boating information on over 400 marinas and hundreds of
anchorages covering the waters from Olympia, WA to Ketchikan, Alaska. The Editor and Publisher
is Mark Bunzel, who has been boating in this area for over 30 years, and as editor of the Waggoner
Cruising Guide for 7 years. Mark formed Waggoner Marina Services as an outgrowth of spending
over 4 months of the year on the local waters surveying marinas.
Mark Bunzel
Mark has been actively engaged as Editor/Publisher of the Waggoner Cruising Guide since 2011.
He is on the Board of Directors for the Northwest Maritime Center (NWMC) in Port Townsend and
has been involved with the Wooden Boat Festival for the last 12 years. Mark has also been a past
chair of the Seattle Boat Show and a member of the Board of Trustees for the Northwest Marine
Trade Association (NMTA). Mark also served in leadership and as President of the Anacortes
Chamber of Commerce in 2011. He was the principle author of the Marine section of the Anacortes
Futures Project report in 2009.
Mark is the author of a number of books and position papers. Formerly, he has advised some of the
top corporations in the world on strategic planning and marketing for clients of his own firm, for
Intel Corporation and as a Managing Director in the Entertainment, Media, and Strategy practices
for PricewaterhouseCoopers. In addition to being an active boater with a USCG Masters rating in
Power and Sail, Mark has experience as an instrument and twin engine rated private pilot with over
2,000 hours of flight time.
Leonard Landon
With thirty-five years of boating experience, exploring anchorages and visiting marinas throughout
the Pacific Northwest, Alaska, Haida Gwaii, and the Pacific West Coast, Leonard has visited many of
the marinas in Washington, BC, and SE Alaska. He is the Co-Managing Editor of the Waggoner
Cruising Guide. Co-creator of Cleats & Eats, a series of restaurant guidebooks for boaters, complete
with marina dock diagrams. Leonard was part of the team to assess the three marinas for the Port of
Port Townsend and recently authored the report on GFI and ELCI dock power issues for northwest
boaters and marina managers. He worked to develop and managed rules, regulations, and practices
for a shared use community dock on Lake Washington, and was the member of a team which
evaluates and makes recommendations to improve public marinas for the boating community.
Leonard has forty years of career experience in Executive Management, Project Management, and
Technology Consulting for Fortune 1000 businesses, State and local government, and non-profit
organizations. President and CEO of Technology Management Group, a consulting services
business of 200 Information Technology consultants. Independent Management Consultant for
Casey Family Programs, a Seattle based foundation benefitting Foster Children. Independent
Business Consultant for start-up companies, including Bellingham based Emergency Reporting.
Lorena Landon
With twenty years in the Pacific Northwest nautical guidebook field, Lorena is Co-Managing Editor
of the Waggoner Cruising Guide, which is updated annually. Lorena was the creator and author of Cleats
& Eats, a series of restaurant guidebooks for boaters, published between 2002 and 2010. Lorena
authors articles for periodical publications and Waggoner online eNews. In her role as author and
editor for nautical guidebooks, she has visited and written about marinas, marine parks, and boating
destinations throughout the Pacific Northwest. For seven years, Lorena served on the Boating
Programs Advisory Committee for the State of Washington RCO, reviewing and scoring marine
projects seeking RCO grant funding.

